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Summer 2018

Summer is undoubtedly the most cherished season of 
the northeast, as it always seems to slip through our 
fingers like the very sand that defines it!

Our summer collection delivers from March through 
May with just a twinkle of beach-appropriate items 
arriving in June. To accommodate all the fun that the 
sun has to offer, we’ve focused on wearable, versatile, 
packable dresses this year. The textiles include movable 
ponte for your backyard parties, stretch cotton blends 

that will easily take you from desk to dinner, and festive jacquards for the 
summer soirées. This year, I’m especially fond of our darling selection of tops, 
offering the quintessential summer style with jeans, capris, or cute shorts. I 
can’t wait to sport them myself!

This booklet represents a sampling of the items offered, but there will 
certainly be plenty to choose from in each of our twenty boutiques. (20! What 
a milestone!) I’m so pleased to announce that we’re back open in two new 
locations in our hometown of Boston, after listening to our Massachusetts 
customers’ input on where they’d be most likely to shop. I’m equally as excited 
to offer our southern ladies what they’ve been wishing for as we open a new 
boutique in Charleston, South Carolina! (That will take us to 23!)

Our team works hard to provide a boutique selection in each of our shops, 
which is why you may not find all of these styles in your favorite store. But don’t 
fret; our amazing associates are more than ready to help you place an order 
from any boutique, or you can always call Brooke at our headquarters (617-
423-3134, extension 244.)

Bring on those sweet summertime vibes! To those who love gardening as much 
as I do, it's our season again! 
O,

COVER: Shift dress with flounce sleeves
SC 118-402  $358  0-14 
Guipure lace imported from Italy
In stores by 5/10

Midi dress

SC 118-304
$388
0-14
Organza jacquard imported 
from Japan

In stores by 4/10
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Party dress with striped skirt

SC 118-306
$328
0-14

Jersey and jacquard 
imported from France

In stores by 4/10

Floral dress with pleated skirt

SC 118-400
$358
0-14
Jacquard organza imported from 
France

In stores by 5/10
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Striped dress with rolled collar 
and bow detail

SC 118-310
$288
0-14
Cotton grosgrain imported from 
Spain

In stores by 4/10

Sheath dress with bow detail

SC 118-410
$218
0-14
Also in coral 
Stretch pique imported from Italy

In stores by 5/10
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Rainbow confetti dress with 
fringe

SC 118-416
$388
0-14
Tweed imported from France

In stores by 5/10

Dress with double flounce skirt

SC 118-302
$398
0-14
Cotton tweed imported from 
France

In stores by 4/10
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Flower dress with pleated skirt

SC 118-300
$398
0-14
Jacquard imported from Italy

In stores by 4/10

Floral tucked chemise

SC 118-422
$248
0-14
Stretch linen from the USA

In stores by 5/10
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Open drape coat with fringe

SC 118-305
$328
XS-XL
Also in stone

Sleeveless dress with fringe

SC 118-307
$298
0-14
Also in stone
Silk matka imported from India

In stores by 4/10

Asymmetrically striped tucked 
chemise

SC 118-512
$258
0-14
Stretch linen from the USA

In stores by 6/10
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Gingham tucked dress with 
flounce skirt

SC 118-546
$258
0-14
Also in solid turquoise 
Stretch cotton imported from 
Italy

In stores by 6/10

Shift dress with small flounce at 
hem

SC 118-412
$328
XS-XL
Silk imported from England

In stores by 5/10
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Striped dress with ruffled 
neckline

SC 118-522
$228
XS-XL
Seersucker imported from 
Portugal

In stores by 3/10

Striped shift with pleated 
sleeves

SC 118-428
$258
XS-XL
Also in blue
Cotton seersucker imported 
from Germany

In stores by 5/10
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On-or-off the shoulder dress

SC 118-526
$208
XS-XL
Cotton imported from Spain

In stores by 6/10

Gingham shirt dress

SC 118-548
$258
XS-XL
Stretch cotton imported from 
Italy

In stores by 6/10
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Stretch sheath with scallop 
center

SC 118-542
$248
0-14
Fabric imported from Canada

In stores by 5/10

Double ruffle hem dress

SC 118-540 
$258
XS-XL
Ponte imported from Canada

In stores by 6/10
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Gingham gathered-sleeve 
shift

SC 118-430
$268
0-14
Cotton seersucker imported 
from Germany

Grosgrain tie-waist peplum 
blouse

SC 118-460
$218
XS-XL
Also in pink 
Linen imported from Portugal

In stores by 5/10

Gingham Audrey pant with side 
ruffle

SC 118-461
$228
XS-XL
Also in khaki
Cotton seersucker imported from 
Germany

In stores by 5/10
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Tucked chemise with ruffled 
collar

SC 118-436
$218
0-14
Also in geranium or black 
Fabric imported from Canada

In stores by 5/10

SC 118-344            $178
XS-XL         In stores by 4/10

The Top hop

SC 118-360            $228
XS-XL         In stores by 4/10

SC 118-330            $228
XS-XL        Also in sky or black 
In stores by 4/10

SC 118-452            $168
XS-XL            In stores by 5/10
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SC 118-558         $228
XS-XL         In stores by 6/10

The Top hop

Charleston

Opening in April!
charleston@saracampbell.com

WWW.SARACAMPBELL.COM

SC 118-564         $258
XS-XL         In stores by 6/10

SC 118-552         $188
0-14           In stores by 6/10

SC 118-472         $208
XS-XL         In stores by 5/10

Beacon Hill

beaconhill@saracampbell.com

South End

sowa@saracampbell.com
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